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1. Introduction
Let a homeomorphism of the boundary of the unit disk D= {zύ\ \ zύ \ < 1}
onto itself be given which can be extended to a quasiconformal mapping of
the whole disk onto itself. Then one asks for extremal extensions, i.e. quasi-
conformal extensions with the smallest possible maximal dilatation. This
problem has been posed by Teichmϋller ([21], p. 184) and main contributions
have been made by Strebel ([17], [18]). Later Hamilton [7] and Reich-Strebel
[14] have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for extremality of a map-
ping, the Hamilton-condition.
Due to a remark of Teichmϋller ([21], p. 15, lines 16-20) this problem had
been generalized first by Kϋhnau [9] in certain cases and then by Reich [12]
in the following way. In addition to the fixed given boundary values the com-
peting quasiconformal mappings are supposed to have their dilatations point-
wise bounded by a prescribed function on a certain given subset E of D. Then
their maximal dilatations in the remaining part of the disk have to be minimized.
In the analogous way as the Hamilton-condition is derived in the former
case £=0, Reich has treated this problem in [12] and for a complete descrip-
tion of the solution we refer to section 2. Since our paper contains direct
developments of Reich's work, we hope readers to be well acquainted with
his paper. Mainly our contributions deal with the question how extremal
mappings and certain quadrat;c differentials related to them depend on the
dilatation bounds when these vary. To make this clear let us now explain
the situation precisely.
Given are a quasisymmetric boundary mapping h: 9D—>9Z) and a closed
set σ on 3D, which is always assumed to contain at least four points. In addi-
tion a (possibly empty) measurable subset E of D such that D\E has positive
measure is given and the dilatation bound b on E. The latter is a measurable
function b(w)^0 on E with ||i||oo:=ess sup b(w)<l. We consider the set Q
M>€Ξί7
=Q(hy σ, E, b) of all qc (quasiconformal) mappings F: D-+D with F\σ=h\tr
and with complex dilatation KF that satisfies
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(1.1) \κF(ιo)\^b(td) a.e. inJ?.
An element F GΞ Q(h, σ, Ey b) is called an extremal mapping with dilatation bound
b or simply extremal in Q(h, σ, E, b) if the number
ess sup I κF(w) I
w^D\E
is minimal. It is called uniquely extremal in Q if it is the only extremal ele-
ment in Q.
If E is relatively compact in Z), then obviously Q is never empty. In
fact, if we choose r, 0<r<l, such that Ed{ιϋ\ \ w \ <r}, then, as is well-known,
there exists a qc selfmapping of the annulus {v)\r<\zo\<l} with boundary-
values h on |a; I =1 and identity on \zo \ =r (see e.g. [8]). Extending the map-
ping by the identity inside will clearly yield an element in Q. And if Q is
not empty, then extremal elements exist by a normality reasoning and StrebeΓs
Satz on p. 469 in [19] which asserts that a local uniform limit of functions in
Q(h, σ, Ey b) satisfies (1.1) too. It will be our general assumption throughout
this paper that σ is finite or E is relatively compact in D\σ.
In our treatment we will also include the case where the dilatation bound
is replaced by the constant one. By this we mean that we consider all qc ex-
tensions of h I
 σ
 which need only to be defined in D\E and minimize their max-
imal dilatations. In this case the general assumption on E shall be strengthen-
ed in the natural way that E is supposed to be compact in D\σ and D\E to
be a domain. To be precise, Q(h, σ, E, 1) is the set of all qc mappings jP:
D\E->F(D\E)dD where F is continuously extensible on dDΓ((D\E) with
F(dDΓ\(D\E))c:dD and F\
σ
=h\
σ
. In the image-domain we then have free
boundary components (except F(QD Γl (D\E))) and we call an extremal ele-
ment absolutely extremal as it has been done in [2] where this problem had
been introduced. Again by normality it easily follows that absolutely ex-
tremal mappings exist.
In section 2 we collect results on extremal elements in Q(h, σ, E, b) and
give a brief explanation how they are proved. Our main interest will be di-
rected to the ''non-degenerate'' case when there is no substantial boundary
point, i.e. there is no point ξ on the boundary QD where the local dilatation
HI of h with respect to σ is equal to the maximal dilatation of the extremal
mapping in D\E. (For the definition of Hσ
ζ
 we refer to [11], p. 392 or [1],
p. 571.) Based on the main result in [1] it then follows that the inverse of
the extremal mapping in Q is of "generalized" Teichmϋller type with an as-
sociated quadratic differential of finite norm. Moreover then this mapping
is uniquely extremal in Q.
In section 3 we then investigate the dependence of extremal dilatation,
extremal qc mapping and quadratic differential on varying dilatation bounds.
Under the assumption that the area-measure of QE is zero we will prove: If
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a sequence of dilatation bounds b
n
 tends to a continuous dilatation bound b^
uniformly in E, then the corresponding extremal dilatations converge to the
extremal dilatation for Q(h, σ, £", b^}. And if the extremal mapping with dila-
tation bound όoo does not have a substantial boundary point, then the corre-
sponding sequences of extremal mappings and of quadratic differentials con-
verge to the extremal mapping and associated quadratic differential in Q(h, σ,
E, boo). In the special case where E consists of finitely many closed quasidisks in
D we will also prove: If a sequence of dilatation bounds b
n
 tends to 1 in the
sense that ess inf b
n
(w) —> 1 for n->°°, then corresponding extremals contain
a>e#
a subsequence which tends to an absolutely extremal mapping, and if there
is no substantial boundary point, then the sequence itself converges. For
arbitrary closed sets Ey however, such questions remain open.
Finally we would like to thank the referee for several valuable suggestions.
2. Extremal mappings in Q(h, σy E, b)
We denote by LaJ the set of admissible dilatation bounds on £", this is
the subset of L^E) consisting of all real-valued non-negative measurable func-
tions b on E with Loo-norm ||i||
ββ
<l. LaJ\J {1} is a partially ordered set by
defining b^b2 iff b1(w)^b2(w) a.e. in E. Here we furthermore introduce the
notations DF(w) to denote the dilatation of a qc mapping F at the point eσ, KF
to denote the complex dilatation of F and we put J£[F]=ess sup DF(w).
Since h is quasisymmetric there is a i0eZ£
rf
 such that Q(h> σ, E, &0)^0
For a function b^bQ, ieL£f, a necessary and sufficient condition for an ele-
ment F^Q(hy σ, E, b) to be extremal can be expressed by the complex dilata-
tion κf of the inverse mapping f=F~1. We write z=F(zσ), w—f(z), kb=
ess sup I κF(w) I and E0= {w^E\b(w)=0}. Then we put
*/*) z(ΞF(D\E)
. 0 *eF(£0)
and this condition reads
(2.1) sup Re ίf κ(z)φ(z)dxdy = kt
φeβ / J v D
where σ'=h(σ), /3
σ
'={φ^L1(D)\φ analytic in Z), continuously extensible on
QD\σ' and φdst* real on dD\σ'} and ||φ||F(I,\£o)=(( \φ(z) \doedy. In theJJF(D\EQ)
case where E is empty, this is the Hamilton-condition [7]. In case that there
is a number £>0 such that b(w)^B in E, this has been proved by Reich [12].
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In case b(zo)—0 in E it has been proved for finite σ in [6] and for arbitrary
σ in [4]. The generalization to the arbitrary case is due to Sakan [16].
From this condition it follows that two cases are possible. First, this
supremum can be attained. Then there is a φ e/3
σ
/, φ Φ 0, such that κ=kbφl \ φ \
a.e. in D. We then normalize φ by ||φ||= 1, and if &£ΦO we have
(22\ κ ( \ _ J "<"-v~//1 τ v ~ / ' a e ίn D\F(E)
( ) */W - 1 ,, „ Λ X -, Λ M .φ I
 a e
 ^ p,^
and so/ is of "generalized" Teichmϋller type. If σ is finite, then the supremum
is attained and this case is hence treated.
Second, and we remark here that both cases can occur simultaneously,
there is a sequence φ
Λ
e/3
σ
/, HφJUzΛi o)^ Wlt^ ^e\ \ κφ
n
dxdyn:^kb and φ/ ^ O
locally uniformly in D\σf. From the relative compactness of E0 in 5\cr it
follows that IIΦJU/-0. Hence HφjΓ-l and if we put φ
n
: = φ
n
/\\φ
n
\\ we
get a degenerating Hamilton sequence for the complex dilatation £, this is
defined to be a sequence φ
n
^β
σ
'tl:={φ^β(/\ ||φ|| = l} where Re 1 1 ϊcφndxdyn^>
l | t f | |oo=Λδ and φ
n
n
-*Q locally uniformly in D\σr . We denote by / a qc self-
mapping of D with complex dilatation ίc. We conclude first that / is extremal
for its boundary values on σ', i.e. in Q(/\ZD, σ', 0, 0), and by Satz 5.2 in [1] (or
Theorem 1.1 in [5]) there exists a substantial boundary point on σ1 '. Since
/oF is conformal in the set D\E which contains a neighborhood of σ and
since local dilatations of the boundary mapping are preserved under conformal
mapping we conclude that F has a substantial boundary point on σ, i.e. Kb
=M«#£ where Kb=(l+kb)/(l-kb).
Furthermore, if κf fulfills the equation (2.2), it has been proved in [12]
(see also Remark 3 in [15]) that then F is uniquely extremal in Q(hy σ, E, b).
We have the
Corollary 2.1. If σ is finite or if E is relatively compact in D\σy then the
assumption Kb>M^κH
σ
, implies that there is a unique extremal element F in
ζtΞcr δ
Q(h, cr, E, b) and a unique φ^β^
Λ
 such that (2.2) holds.
Next we assume that E is a compact set in D\σ and that D\E is a domain.
An analogous necessary condition for a mapping F in Q(h, σ, E, I) to be
absolutely extremal has been given in Theorem 1 in [2]. Again we put/=
-
1
 in F(D\E), Λ^ess sup | KF(W) | and
/C(
^
)
 ' " zeD\F(D\E).
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Then this necessary condition reads
(2.3) sup Re(( ίc(z)φ(z)dxdy = k
λ
 .
Φ*=β
σ
,fl J Jz?
Here we give a simplified proof of it which is directly based on the Hamilton-
condition.
Proof. Let F be absolutely extremal and as above / denotes a qc self-
mapping cf D with complex dilatation ίc. We claim that / is extremal in the
class of all qc selfmappings of D with boundary values /on σ', i.e. extremal in
Q(/\9D9 <r'y 0> 0). From this then (2.3) follows by the usual Hamilton-condition
since ^1=||A||oe. So let us assume that there is a qc mapping g: D-+D with
£~lo/=id on σ' and ||^||
βo
<Λ1. Then the qc mapping g~
l
ofoF'is defined in
D\E and belongs to Q(h, σ, £, 1). Moreover, since /<>F is conformal in D\E,
the complex dilatation is bounded by ||/^[|βo in D\E in contradiction to the
absolute extremality of F. We conclude that / is extremal in £?(/Uz» σΛ 0> 0)
We remark here that this consideration even shows that for every com-
ponent Λ of D\F(D\E) the qc mapping /|
 D\A is extremal in the class of all
qc mappings from D\Λ onto Z)\/(Λ) with boundary values / on σ'. As above
it is also clear that / contains a substantial boundary point iff F contains such
a point, i.e. iff Kl=Max.H
σ
f where K^
*
The supremum in condition (2.3) can be attained or not. This gives two
possibilities again: First, the absolute extremal mapping F satisfies
(2.4) */*) = *!$(*)/ 1 φ(*) I a.e. in F(D\E)
with φe/S,,/.! and if ^ΦO then evidently the area-measure of D\F(D\E)
has to be zero. (In [2], p. 341 it is further shown, using the remark above,
that the lack of a substantial boundary point on σ for F then implies that every
component of D\F(D\E) is a subarc of a vertical trajectory or a connected
subset of the vertical critical graph of the quadratic differential φ.) And
then second, as before it follows that there is a substantial boundary point,
i.e. K^
In this problem, unlike condition (2.1), the condition (2.3) is only neces-
sary but not sufficient for F to be absolutely extremal. In case that the com-
pact set E is contained in D necessary and sufficient conditions have been given
in [2] for finitely connected domains D\E and in [3] for arbitrary domains
Z>\£". Later we will only use the result that if jRΓ1>Max H* then the absolutely£ecr »
extremal mapping is uniquely extremal. We hence have
Corollary 2.2. // E is compact in D and D\E is a domain, then the assump-
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tion K^MaxH* implies that there is a unique extremal element F in Q(h, σ,
Ey 1) and a unique φ^β^tl such that (2.4) holds. Moreover the area-measure
of D\F(D\E) is zero.
3. Varying dilatation bounds
Let b0^L°J be fixed such that Q(h, σ, E, bQ)*0. We then define
C(b0) — {b^L(b0)\b continuous on E}.
For every b^L(b0) we denote by Fb an extremal mapping in Q(h, σ, E, b)
and its inverse by fb=F^1. Furthermore we put Kb=es& sup DFb(zϋ) and
kb=(Kb—l)l(Kb+l). Then the function b-+Kb is well-defined on L(b0) with
values bounded by Max Hσ
ζ
^Kb^ι
We then consider
L0(b0) =
C0(b0) =
ζ<=*
For every όeL0(έ0) and the corresponding assumption on E we conclude
by Corollary 2.1 and 2.2 that the extremal Fb is uniquely determined and there
is a unique φb^β^tl with
,,
n
 ί«lΦ»l(11)
 "'"W
i f i Φ l and
(3.2) Kf =k1φ1/\φ1\ a.e. in
i f i = l .
We hence have two functions on Z>0(^o)> b-*Fb and b-*φb, one of them
with values in (J Q(h> σ, E, b) and one of them with values in β^
Λ
. These
two functions as well as b-+Kb shall now be investigated.
A sequence b
n
 in L(b0) is called bounded, if there is a q<l such that \\bn\\M
^q for every n. We call it bounded convergent to έeL(&0), if the sequence
is bounded and b
n
(w)n^>b(w) pointwise a.e. in £", and we call it locally uniformly
bounded convergent to Z>eL(ά0), if the sequence is bounded and bnn-*°b locally
uniformly in E. If a sequence b
n
 in L(bQ) is considered which is not bounded,
then we always assume that E is compact in D and D\E is a domain. Such
a sequence is called convergent to 1 if ess inf b
n
(w) "-^ 1.
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If boo^C(b0). έooφl, then we call b-*Kb continuous at 600 in C(b0) iflimKbn
=Kboo for every sequence bn€ΞL(b0) which is locally uniformly bounded con-
vergent to boo. And this function is called continuous at 1 if lim Kb —Kλ for
»->oβ "
every sequence b
n
^L(bQ) which is convergent to 1.
In the same way we define continuity of b->φb and b^>Fb at 6ooeC0(ό0)
φb =lim φb then means local uniform convergence in D\σ' and Fb =lim Fb00
 »->«» n °° n+eo n
means local uniform convergence in D if b^^p 1, otherwise only in D\E.
Let b
n
 be a bounded sequence in L(b0). Then it has the property PI:
Any sequence of corresponding extremals Fbn contains a subsequence Fbn.
where Kbn. ^  lim Kbn and Fbn. ^  F locally uniformly in D where F | σ= h \ σ and
ess sup DF(w)<*lim K^ . Furthermore, if bn is bounded convergent to i«>, then
w€=l)\B «•*«» * σ
F£ΞQ(h, σ, E, έoo) and ^ ^Um^.
This follows by normality of the sequence Fbn, since K[FbJ^M.ax.{Kbo, (1
"?)} f°Γ every n and σ contains more than three points, and by StrebeΓs
Satz in [19] which gives \KF(ZO)\ ^Iirn|/eF. (zo)\ ^lim bn(zo)=b00(w) a.e. in E.
- *» -
Let b
n
 be a sequence in L(bQ) which is not bounded. Then it has property
P2: Any sequence of corresponding extremals Fbn contains a subsequence
Fb , where Kb .^lim^ and Fb ,'^*F locally uniformly in D\E where«ι «ι n-+eo n n%
ess sup Z>F(^)^lim Kb . Evidently F^O(h> σ, E, 1) and hence X"ι^lim^ -
we.D\B »->«> " "-+<" Λ
For this reason the function b-+Kb is called lower semicontinuous on
Lemma 3.1. Let b
n
 be a bounded sequence in L0(bQ) or (if E is compact
in D and D\E a domain) an unbounded sequence in LQ(bQ). IflimKb >MaxίfT,
n^ oo
 n
 ζ&σ =
then the uniquely determined φbn^βσ/fl contain a subsequence which converges locally
uniformly in D\σ' to a limit φe/3^.
Proof. First we introduce the abbreviations H= Max/ΓI, C = li
ζ^σ * n^o*
c=(C—ί)l(C+l) and we write F
ny Kn, φn, ftt instead of Fv Kbn> etc. Then
we also remark, that if b
n
= 1 for infinitely many n (which of course can only
occur if b
n
 is an unbounded sequence) then the statement is trivial because
then JC^lim K
n
>H and so we then just choose this subsequence. Hence
we may assume that all i
Λ
φl and the extremals F
n
 are defined in all of D.
By normality of /3</tι we can find a subsequence of φn, which we call φn
again, such that φn^φ^βj locally uniformly in D\σ' and evidently ||φ||
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ίgl. We now have to prove that ||φ|| — 1, but we remark here that for most
of the following statements it would be sufficient to know that φφO, which
can be proved more easily by StrebeΓs frame mapping criterion [20]. We
use the more complicated Lemma 4.1 in [3] to prove this stronger result.
If σ is finite, then ||φ|| = l anyway. So we may assume that E is compact
in D\σ. By property PI for a bounded sequence or by property P2 for an
unbounded sequence we can pass to a further subsequence and have lim K
n
Π-J oa
= C and F
n
n
^°F locally uniformly in D or in D\E. In both cases we have
F\
σ
=h\
σ
 and ess sup DF(ιo)^C. We can also assume that H<
w&D\β
for all n and hence by (3.1) all f
n
 have complex dilatations
(3.3)
 Kfu(z) = knφ-n(*)lI φ.(*) I a.e. in Fn(D\E).
Let 0<£<1. We choose an open set A in D with Ed A, AdD\σ and
\φ(*)\dxdy^\\φ\\-€ .
1D\F(D\A)
If EdD we choose A to be a disc {w\ |«J|<r}, r<l. Otherwise we choose
it to be bounded by finitely many analytic arcs in D and subarcs of dD such
that a neighborhood of σ is cut off from D.
Fig. 1
By the local uniform convergence of F
n
 at least in D\E we have for every neigh-
borhood U of σ in D\A \\ \φ
n
\ dxdy"—? \\ \φ\ dxdy and therefore
JJD\FU(U) JJD\F(U)
(( \φ
β
\dxdy=l-\\ Iφ. lώfr fy -i-l-tt \φ\dxdygl-\\φ\\+ε.
JJF
n
(U) JJD\F
n
(U) JJD\F(U)
Since ίί \φ
n
\dxdyn^°( { \φ \dxdy ^(( \φ\dxdy<8 we can
i)F
Λ
(D\u\AyΨ }jF(D\u\AyΨ J~)JF(D\A)Ψ ^~
choose some ΠQ such that for
(3.4)
 w
^
ύ
\φ
n
\dXdy^2£ and
By Lemma 4.4 of [3] there is a (//+£)-qc extension of h\
σ
 into a neighborhood
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of ΘD. We apply Lemma 4.1 (4.Γ if σφ3D) and the following remark from
[3] on this qc extension and F
n
\A. Here it is needed to say that in case that
E is compact in Z>, i.e. A is a disk {\zo\ <r}, then this lemma in [3] can be ap-
plied as it is formulated there. (We take the opportunity here to remark that
in the proof of that lemma in [3], evidently all qc extensions into annuli Z),
r
/
have to be chosen in the given homotopy class by F). If E is compact in D\σ
only, it can be modified in an obvious way. We conclude that for a fixed num-
ber M>Max {C+l, H+l}=- C+l there is a qc mapping g: D-+D with g
=F
n
 in A,g\
σ
—h\
σ
 and g is (H+6)-qc in a certain neighborhood U of σ in
D and g is M-qc in D\E.
The Main Inequality ([14] or p. 110 in [13]) applied to gof
n
 and φ
n
 reads
Since g°f
n
= id in F
n
(A) we estimate as usual
vJ*"101"*'^
Because of (3.3) the second integral can be estimated by
and by (3.4) we get
U) ' φn
Letting n tend to oo and then £-»0 gives
or
From H<C we hence infer that ||φ|| — 1 and this finishes the proof.
Let τ«2 denote 2-dimensional Lebesgue-measure. Then we have
Theorem 3.1.
(a) If σ is finite or E compact in D\σ, then m2(dE) = Q implies that b-*Kb
is continuous on C(b0)\{l} and so are the functions b->φby b-*Fb on C0(ό0)\{l}.
(b) // E is compact in D and D\E a domain, then property (A) of E below
implies that b-^>Kb is also continuous at 1 and if in addition leC0(ft0) then so are
the functions b->φb and b->Fb.
A set E is called to have property (A) if it is a union of finitely many meas-
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urable sets E19 E2, •••, Ep such that: For every £>0 there are a number Λf,
open quasidisks jB
v
 and closed quasidisks Γ
v
 with T^dE^ClB^ B^dD for
z/^^> such that all B
v
 are disjoint and to each v there is a Λf-qc mapping #*:
BV-*BV with
ess sup Dff*(w) ^ 1 +£ and
»e*\* 8 X
Lemma 3.2. // E is a disjoint union of finitely many closed quasidisks in
Dy then E has property (A).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ό^eC^), iooφl and b
n
^L(b0) be a sequence
which is locally uniformly bounded convergent to b^. We first assume that
C=]unKbn>Max.Hς. W. 1. o. g. all bn belong to L0(b0) and by Lemma 3.1
we may choose a subsequence, which we call b
n
 again, such that the uniquely
determined φ^e/3^ tend to a φ^β^tl locally uniformly in D\σ'. By property
PI of the sequence b
n
 we can also get that C=lim Kb and Fb
 n
^F locally
«->oo n "
uniformly in D where F^Q(h, <r, E, £«,). By the continuity of b^ and the local
uniform continuity of b
n
 and fbn we have the pointwise limit
<$(*)! I φ(x) I a.e. in F(D\E)
)l I φ W I a.e. in F(int £)
where c=(C— 1)/(C+1) and f=F~1. By the assumption m^QE)^ we hence
have a sequence of complex dilatations which converges a.e. in D and hence
by Theorem 5.2 in [10], p. 187 we have
(cφl\φ\ a.e. in F(D\E)
=
By [12] we conclude that F is uniquely extremal in Q(h, σ, E, b^) and hence
&6oo:=£ (and therefore iooeC0(6o))> Φ=Φb00 and F=Fboo. By the same reason
we know that every subsequence of the original subsequence b
n
 must have a
subsequence where Kbn->Kboo, Φb^Φb^
 aι
*d Fbn-*Fboo for fi-»oo. But then
the original sequences themselves must have these limits.
Then we assume that C-lim Kb =Max H* If Πϊn Kb —Max H" then
«->ΌO n ί^σ »-^oa * £e(Γ
we have by the lower semicontinuity of b-*Kb the inequality Max H
σ
,^Kb ^
_ ffeσ &
lim^ ^lim^A =Max fl"^ and hence ,^ =lim X* and όooφC0(έ0), i«e.? the
»^o> Λ «^ .<» π ^
 eσ a °° «->oβ
 n
required continuity at bM is proved. If fiϊn Kb >Max H^ then the formerΛ
 &
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reasoning applied to a subsequence bn where lim Kbn >Max H^ then gives
£->•<» nk £€=& *
Kb =\im Kb >Max IT. in contradiction to Kb <lim Kb =Max H* hence00
 jfe-^oo "k £€=<r * °° » *oo n £
e
σ *
this case can not occur and therefore άooeC0(&0), iooφl implies that we are in
the first case where all three sequences converge as required. Statement (a)
is hence proved.
Let now b
n
 be a sequence in £(£0)> convergent to 1. Again we first assume
that C>Max/f£ and b
n
^LQ(b0). By Lemma 3.1 we again pass to a subse-
ζ^σ * ^
quence where φi,^-* Φe/?σ/,ι locally uniformly in D\σ'. By property P2
we also get C=lim Kbn and Fbn
n
^F locally uniformly in the domain D\E.
The complex dilatations κfb then tend to
cφ(*)l\φ(*)\ a.e.inF(Z>\£)
and hence as before we have for f=F~l
Kf==cφl\φ\ a.e. in F(D\E) .
We only know that k^c, since these properties of F are in general not suffi-
cient for absolute extremality. If kγ=cy then F would be absolutely extremal,
i.e., F= F1 and ^1=C>Max7ί^ implies that leC0(ό0) and by Corollary 2.2
jPj would be uniquely determined as well as φι=φ^β^^ Again the original
sequences themselves would have to converge to φl9 F1 and Kly respectively.
Furthermore, if k
λ
= c the same reasoning as above would also treat the case
C=Max H* since Kι^lίmKt=C. Then l$C0(έ0) and b-*Kb is also con-
ζ^σ » »^ .oβ *
tinuous there.
The crucial part is to show that we even have equality in K^C. We
are not able to do this for arbitrary sets E but for those with property
(A). Then we can define the following variation:
Let F
λ
 be absolutely extremal, i.e., X^ess sup DF (w). Since QBV and
w^D\E 1
Hl(dT
v
) are quasicircles and Hl(QT
v
}c:D\E, we can extend ^Ί | jyϊ
formally in H*9(TJ. We call this extension Fvf.
quasicon-
Fig. 2
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Then we define
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G: =
F1 mD\(JBv
in 5Λ?V
in Γ
v
which is a qc mapping in D. Its maximal dilatation in D\E is bounded by
(l+£)^ι and for ess inf b
n
(w) close to 1 we evidently have G^Q(h, σ, E, b
n
),
. w^EIhence
This holds for every £>0 and so C^Kly which proves C—K^
To have some concrete examples for sets with property (A) we finally
prove Lemma 3.2:
Let E= U E
v
 where the are disjoint closed quasidisks in D. We may
choose TV=EV and verify property (A). For every £"v let / be a conformal
mapping of the outside of the unit disk D onto the outside of £"
v
 which is quasi-
conformally extended in D. For every v we choose B
v
 to be the image of D
r
= {z\ |#|<r} for an r>l such that all B^ are disjoint. Then for the given
8 >0 we define^: D
r
-*D
r
 by
where p, l<p<r, is chosen such that g
ζ
 is (l+f)-qc in l^l^l^r, which is
possible since with p close to one its dilatation log ^/(log r/p) is close to one.
Then H\:=f°gι°f~l in β
v
 has the desired properties.
Fig. 3
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